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Verification Guidance for Small Emitters
Introduction
The Aviation sector formally joined the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme
(EU ETS) on 1 January 2012. According to the Directive 2008/101/EC, noncommercial aircraft operators are required to report emissions produced on regulated
flights in 2013 by submitting a verified Annual Emissions (AE) report by 31.03.20141
to the Competent Authority of the EEA Member State2 to which they were assigned.
Aircraft operators are also required to enter verified emissions in the registry by 31
March 2014 and to surrender by 30 April 2014 a sufficient number of aviation
allowances to cover reported emissions from 2013.
The objective of this guidance document is to provide non-commercial aircraft
operators using the simplified procedure to monitor fuel consumption with information
to prepare the information, documents and data required for the verification of their
2013 Annual Emissions report. By following the instructions step-by-step, aircraft
operators can comply with the EU ETS regulation in a time saving and efficient way.

1

Aircraft operators which administrating EEA Member State is Spain, the Walloon Region or Czech

Republic have to submit a verified report AEM report by 28.02.2014, 13.03.2014 and 15.03.2014
respectively.
2

The EEA comprises the 28 EU Member States plus Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway.
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Disclaimer
This guidance document is a business friendly interpretation of the Monitoring and
Reporting Regulations (MRR) that has been implemented through national legislation
on emissions trading. Please note that it is not a legally binding document and that
national legislation will always take precedence. This document may be read on its
own for the purposes it has; however, aircraft operators should have a good
understanding of the relevant legal documents including the EU ETS Directive and
the MRR.
This guidance does not impose a mandatory explanation or interpretation of the EU
ETS Directive or the MRR. It should primarily be considered as a practical
interpretation and guidance aimed at assisting aircraft operators in the interpretation
and implementation of the monitoring and reporting requirements.
If in doubt about specific requirements, aircraft operators should always contact the
Competent Authority of their administering Member State. The website of the
European Commission also contains the latest information on EU ETS for Aviation:
http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/transport/aviation/index_en.htm.
Additional guidance is available in The Monitoring and Reporting Regulation –
General guidance for Aircraft Operators, available for download on the VerifAvia web
site: http://www.verifavia.com/en/resources/legislation.php
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Check list
The verification of the 2013 AEM report requires the submission of the below listed
documents to your EU ETS lead auditor:
Aircraft operators using the Small Emitters Tool or Aviation Footprinter3
List of Documents to be provided to VerifAvia (mandatory):
☐ Fully completed Client Information Form (CIF)
☐ Approved Phase III Annual Emissions Monitoring Plan (AEM plan)
☐ Evidence of Approval of the Phase III AEM plan by the Competent Authority (including
date of approval)
☐ Fully completed Annual Emissions Report (AEM report) using the Phase III Excel
template
☐ All EUROCONTROL CRCO Invoices from 2013 (PDF or CEFA login & password) or the
ETS SF draft report
List of Documents to be provided to VerifAvia (if available):
☐ Data Flow Chart of EU ETS processes
☐ EU ETS Manual (or any other documented quality procedures)

Aircraft operators using the ETS Support Facility from EUROCONTROL4
List of Documents to be provided to VerifAvia (mandatory)
☐ Fully completed INFORMATION sheet of the Client Information Form (CIF) plus FLIGHT
DATA sheet if ETS SF draft report is incomplete or erroneous
☐ Approved Phase III Annual Emissions Monitoring Plan (AEM plan)
☐ Evidence of Approval of the Phase III AEM plan by the Competent Authority (including
date of approval)
☐ Fully completed Annual Emissions Report (AEM report) using the Phase III Excel template
☐ Complete output of the ETS Support Facility before any modification was made

IMPORTANT NOTE for NEW VerifAvia clients
Additional Documents to be provided to VerifAvia (mandatory)
Operators reporting to Germany, Ireland, Iceland and the UK:
☐ Verified 2012 online AEM Report with integrated verification opinion statement [pdf file]
Operators reporting to all other EEA Member States:
☐Verified 2012 AEM Report
☐Verification Opinion Statement

3

If you use Aviation Footprinter, please refer to Chapter 5 of this guidance document.

4

For more information on Small Emitters Tool and ETS Support Facility read Chapter 3.1 and 3.2.
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1 General Information
1.1

What does verification mean?

Article 15 of the EU ETS Directive (2008/101/EC) prescribes the submission of a
verified Annual Emissions (AE) report to a Competent Authority. The objective of the
verification is to ensure that annual emissions have been monitored in accordance
with the approved monitoring plan, the Monitoring and Reporting Regulations (MRR),
the national legislation of the administering Member State and that reported data is
correct and reliable.
1.2

Reporting and surrendering obligations remain in force until changed

In October 2013, the European Commission (EC) proposed amendments to the
existing Directive including an exemption of non-commercial small emitters below a
threshold of 1000 t CO2. The proposal has been passed on to the European
Parliament and European Council to be discussed and adopted in its original form or
modified. Since there is disagreement between various Committees of the European
Parliament and the European Council about certain features of the European
Commission's proposal, the outcome of the co-decision agreement remains
uncertain.
Until the new legislation is passed and for the legal safety of operators, most CAs
require operators to report their full scope Annex 1 aircraft emissions before 31
March 2014, as per the existing original Directive.
Since the final vote of the proposed new legislation is expected in April 2014, i.e.
AFTER the requirement to report but BEFORE the requirement to surrender, if and
when the new Directive is passed, CAs have indicated that operators could be able to
downsize their report to the applicable geographical scope (e.g. intra-European
Annex 1 flights).
For non-commercial small emitters, although many operators might be exempt under
the proposed changes to the Directive, CAs have stated specifically that noncommercial small emitters are also required to report the full scope Annex 1
emissions before 31 March 2014.
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The benefit of this is that it will allow small emitters to determine clearly whether they
are above or below the likely future exemption threshold (100 tCO2 or 1000 tCO2)
and prove their exemption if appropriate.
For more information, please read our related FAQs which summarize the
Commission's proposal and the guidance published by CAs:
» read our FAQ on the Commission's proposal
» read our FAQ on Competent Authority's guidance
» read our ETS news
1.3

Impact of ETS Prohibition Act on US Aircraft Operators

On 27 November 2012, President Obama signed the ETS Prohibition Act into law
giving the US Secretary of Transportation the authority to prohibit US aircraft
operators from taking part in the scheme
Paragraph 2 a) and b) of the ETS Prohibition Act states that US operators are
prohibited from participating in the EU ETS if the Secretary of Transportation
determines the EU ETS to be against the (US) public interest. Since the
Secretary of Transportation has not yet taken any action, there is currently no conflict
between European and US law, and the Act does not automatically prohibit US
operators from complying with the EU ETS.
1.4

Geographical Scope of the EU ETS

Regulated are international and domestic flights to, from and within the EEA
Member Countries and the outermost regions of EEA Member Countries (so
called Annex 1 flights).
EEA Member Countries:
Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia (*), Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein.
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(*) Since Croatia became an EU Member State and EEA Member Country on 1
July 2013, special rules apply for the reporting of flights to, from and within
Croatia in 2013. See Table 1 for more information.

Table 1: Special rules applying to Croatia

Outermost regions of EEA Member Countries:
Canary Islands, Melilla, Ceuta, (ES); Åland Islands (FI); French Guiana; Guadeloupe;
Martinique; Réunion; Saint Martin (FR); Azores; Madeira (PT); Jan Mayen (NO);
Gibraltar (UK).
All other European overseas territories are OUTSIDE of the scope of EU ETS.
European territories that are OUTSIDE of the scope of EU ETS are: Channel Islands,
Isle of Man and Faeroe Islands.
European countries that are OUTSIDE of the scope of EU ETS are: Andorra,
Albania, Belarus, Bosnia Herzegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia, Moldova, Monaco,
Montenegro, Russia, San Marino, Serbia, Switzerland, Turkey, Turkish Cyprus,
Ukraine and Vatican.
Please note that Basle-Mulhouse airport (BSL) is considered to be located in France.
1.5

Annex 1 Exemptions

Aircraft operators shall not report emissions from flights exempted under Annex 1 of
the Directive (so called Annex 1 exemptions). Most relevant Annex 1 exemptions are:
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flights performed exclusively for the transport, on official mission, of a reigning
Monarch and his immediate family, Heads of State, Heads of Government and
Government Ministers of non-EU countries



any flights performed exclusively under visual flight rules (VFR) as defined in
Annex 2 of the Chicago Convention



circular flights (flights terminating at the aerodrome from which the aircraft has
taken off and during which no intermediate landing has been made)



training flights (flights performed exclusively for the purpose of obtaining a
license, or a rating in the case of cockpit flight crew)



flights performed by aircraft with a certified MTOW of less than 5700 kg (=
12540 lbs)

1.6

What does Small Emitter mean?

Small emitters are non-commercial aircraft operators operating fewer than 243 Annex
1 flights per period for three consecutive four-month periods5, or operating Annex 1
flights with total CO2 emissions lower than 25,000 tonnes.
1.7

Difference between Small and Big Emitters

Small emitters are eligible to use a simplified procedure when determining the
amount of 2013 emissions from Annex 1 flights. More precisely, small emitters can
estimate emissions using either 1) the EUROCONTROL Small Emitters Tool and/or
2) the EUROCONTROL ETS Support Facility.
Big emitters are commercial or non-commercial aircraft operators which exceed the
25,000 tCO2 threshold. They are required to calculate 2013 emissions on the basis
of actual fuel burn (normal procedure).
Small emitters may also choose to use the normal procedure if they wish to. It should
be noted that the question on whether to use the simplified or normal procedure also
depends on what was specified in the Annual Emissions Monitoring Plan (AEM plan)

5

The three 4-month periods are: January to April; May to August; and September to December.
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as aircraft operators are required to implement the procedures defined in the AEM
plan.
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2 Annual Emissions Monitoring Plan
2.1

What is an Annual Emissions Monitoring Plan?

Aircraft operators shall make available to their EU ETS lead auditor an approved
phase III Annual Emissions Monitoring Plan (AEM plan). This is not to be
confounded with the phase II AEM plan which expired in 2012.
The AEM plan describes the monitoring methodology, data acquisition and handling
activities and provides other information such as contact details or monitoring and
reporting responsibilities.
2.2

Evidence of Approval

The AEM plan needs to be approved by your Competent Authority. Aircraft operators
shall provide an evidence of approval which can be a letter of approval or email
correspondence with your Competent Authority. An unapproved AEM plan may be
acceptable only if the AEM plan has recently been submitted to your Competent
Authority and the approval is pending.
2.3

Competent Authority

Aircraft operators are assigned to an EU Member State which is in charge of the
implementation of the EU ETS (the so called administering Member State). If you
don’t know which EU Member State you are administered by, please click on the
following link:
» Prior compliance list (June 2013)
The prior compliance list from June 2013 shows to which administering Member
State operators are assigned.
By 1 February of each year, the European Commission is expected to update the list of
aircraft operators to include the new entrants that started performing aviation activities in
the previous year.

Address and contact details of the Competent Authority of each administering
Member State are available in the following document:
» Competent Authority contacts
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Please note that the inclusion of aircraft operators in the EU ETS is linked to the
performance of an aviation activity listed in Annex 1 to Directive 2003/87/EC and is
not subject to inclusion on the list. This means that aircraft operators performing
aviation activities are covered by the EU ETS whether or not they appear in the list of
aircraft operators. Likewise aircraft operators remain on the list even if they had no
Annex 1 flights in 2013.
2.4

No Emissions Reporting without an approved AEM plan

Aircraft operators that have not yet submitted a phase III AEM plan for approval shall
download the designated electronic template (Excel spreadsheet) available under the
following link:
» AEM Plan EC Template (2013-2020)
Please download and complete the ‘AEM Plan EC Template (2013-2020)’ and submit
it to your Competent Authority for approval.
Some EU Member States don’t allow aircraft operators to use the generic AEM plan
template. They have a customized template available for download on their website.
Please check with your Competent Authority before completing the generic AEM plan
template.
Germany, Ireland, Iceland, the Walloon Region and the UK operate a web-based
emissions trading portal which allows aircraft operators to complete an AEM plan
form directly on the website.
2.5

Change of the Annual Emissions Monitoring Plan

In case of divergence between implemented procedures and those specified in the
phase III AEM plan, aircraft operators shall submit a revised AEM plan to their
Competent Authority. The AEM plan must always reflect implemented procedures
and must comply with the regulations.
Aircraft operators must ensure that the approved AEM plan is up to date. Substantial
changes of the monitoring plan (such as change of the monitoring methodology) are
subject to approval by the Competent Authority. Minor changes, such as change of
address or contact details, shall simply be notified to the Competent Authority. Please
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contact your Competent Authority if you are not sure if occurred changes can be
considered substantial.
An aircraft operator making use of the simplified procedure and exceeding the
threshold for small emitters during a reporting year shall notify this fact to the
Competent Authority. Unless the aircraft operator demonstrates to the satisfaction of
the Competent Authority that the threshold will not be exceeded again from the
following reporting period onwards, the aircraft operator shall use the normal
procedure (method A or B) and update the AEM plan accordingly. The revised AEM
plan shall be submitted for approval without undue delay to the Competent Authority.
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3 Simplified Procedure
Small Emitters are non-commercial aircraft operators with fewer than 243 flights per
period during three consecutive 4-month periods (January-April; May-August; and
September December), or with annual emissions not exceeding 25,000 tCO2. They
are eligible to use the simplified procedure to monitor fuel consumption. As far as the
AEM plan foresees the use of the simplified procedure as monitoring methodology,
aircraft operators can estimate emissions by themselves (using the EUROCONTROL
Small Emitters Tool) or ask EUROCONTROL to estimate emissions on their behalf
(so called ETS Support Facility).
3.1

Small Emitters Tool

3.1.1 What is the Small Emitters Tool?
The Small Emitters Tool was designed by EUROCONTROL to allow aircraft
operators to estimate CO2 emissions instead of calculating them on the basis of
actual fuel data. It is available free of charge and updated on a regular basis in order
to improve its accuracy. The latest version (version 5.02 dated 2013.08.01) to be
used for flights operated in 2013 is available for download from the following link:
» Small Emitters Tool
This version supersedes version 5.01_2 dated 2013.03.06 used for flights operated
in 2012.
Please make sure that you use exclusively version 5.02 for the reporting of
2013 emissions.
3.1.2 How does the Small Emitters Tool work?
Before completing the AEM report template, aircraft operators need to estimate fuel
consumption and aircraft emissions using the Small Emitters Tool. The Small
Emitters Tool is a simple Excel spreadsheet that requires only two pieces of
information for the estimation of fuel consumption and aircraft emissions. Figure 1
shows the “Calculator” sheet of an older version of the Small Emitters Tool:
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Figure 1: Extract of “Calculator” Sheet of the Small Emitters Tool

The user shall enter the ICAO aircraft type designator6 in column A and the distance
in column B for each Annex 1 flight7. The distance must be written in nautical miles
(nm). When converting kilometer (km) into nm please make sure that you use the
correct conversion factor (1 nm equals 1.852 km). The distance entered in column B
can be either great circle distance (GCD8) + 51.3 nm (equivalent to GCD + 95 km), or
actual flight distance (not to be confounded with flight plan distance). If you use
actual flight distance, your EU ETS lead auditor might ask you to provide evidence.
Aircraft operators must use one type of distance consistently throughout the
calculation work. Once column A and B completed, the “Calculator” sheet
automatically estimates the mass of fuel burned during the respective Annex 1 flight
(in kg) in column C. The fuel burn estimate is converted in column D to CO 2
emissions (also in kg) by applying a conversion factor of 3.15 for aircraft flying on Jet

6

The ICAO aircraft type designator must be a valid designator as per ICAO Doc. 8643 and must be an
aircraft that has flown in the ETS area since 2010. Aircraft types having a MTOW of less than 5700 kg
(12540 lbs) are not included in the Small Emitters Tool as they are exempted from ETS.
7

The Small Emitters Tool estimates emissions for each flight separately. It means that each row shall
reflect the distance of only one flight. Aggregating the distance from more than one flight is not
allowed.
8

In order to calculate the Great Circle Distance (GCD), one option is to use the distance calculator that
is available free of charge in the website of Air Routing / Rockwell Collins :
http://www.flightmanager.com/content/TimeDistanceForm.aspx
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A fuel. Column E (“Calculator Message”) informs the user whether the calculation of
the fuel burn and CO2 estimate in column C and D was successful.
3.1.3 Small Emitters Tool – Common Errors
The first reporting periods revealed several mistakes commonly made by aircraft
operators when estimating fuel burn and emissions with the help of the Small
Emitters Tool. We list common errors below. Please read this Chapter carefully and
try to avoid the same mistakes when calculating 2013 fuel burn and emissions.
I.

Wrong ICAO aircraft type designator: Aircraft operators can double check
the correctness of the ICAO aircraft type designator by using the following
website: http://www.icao.int/publications/DOC8643/Pages/Search.aspx

II.

Wrong distance: Column B of the “Calculator” sheet asks for distance in
nautical miles (nm). If distance data is available in kilometer (km) only, the
user shall convert the distance in miles using the conversion factor 1.852 (1
nm equals 1.852 km). The distance shall either be the actual distance or Great
Circle Distance (GCD) + 95 km. Since 95 km equals 51.3 nm, 51.3 nm must
be added to the GCD in nm.
If you are unsure about the GCD, you may use the distance calculator that is
available of free of charge in the web site of Air Routing / Rockwell Collins:
http://www.flightmanager.com/content/TimeDistanceForm.aspx

III.

Kg vs. Tonnes: The AEM report template requires the fuel consumption and
emissions to be reported in tonnes. Fuel burn and emission estimates from the
Small Emitters Tool, as written in kg, need to be divided by 1000 to obtain the
requested unit of measurement.

IV.

EU ETS Tools: For the previous monitoring periods, some operators retrieved
emissions from EU ETS tools of IT systems, such as FOS, Honeywell, BART,
Air Routing, etc. If your AEM plan specifies the use of the Small Emitters Tool,
please make sure that your selected IT system calculates emissions using the
Small Emitters Tool and not the normal procedure based on actual fuel burn.
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3.2

ETS Support Facility (ETS SF)

EUROCONTROL helps the European Commission (EC) to implement the EU ETS by
providing a set of support services. One service used by aircraft operators is the ETS
Support Facility (ETS SF).
3.2.1 What is the ETS SF?
The ETS SF contains EUROCONTROL CRCO data from 41 States. This includes
the flights performed (planned and/or actually carried out including time of departure
and arrival of flights), data on the aircraft operator (AOC, operating license, ICAO
designator or registration number) and the aircraft type used for each flight as well as
the Central Flow Management Unit (CFMU) operational data, e.g. actual route length.
CFMU information is extracted from the updated or Initial Flight plan maintained in
CFMU. These traffic and administrative data are further complemented by
environmental

data

such

as

CO2

emissions,

which

are

calculated

by

EUROCONTROL algorithms using the type of aircraft used, the original traffic data of
CRCO and actual route length.
Sections 2, 5, 6 (in part), 9, 10 and 12 (in part) of the AEM report can be
automatically generated from the ETS SF against a fee of EUR 400. As part of the
verification, operators are requested to provide all EUROCONTROL CRCO invoices
from 2013 unless they make available the ETS SF draft report (that is the complete
output of the ETS SF before any modification is made)
For more information or to obtain access to the ETS SF, please click:
http://publish.eurocontrol.int/articles/ets-support-facility
If you need help, please contact:
contract.office.ets.sf@eurocontrol.int

The 2013 ETS Support Facility draft report is available for download with flight
information up to November 2013. The full ETS SF draft report is expected to
be released by end of January or early February at the latest.
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3.2.2 How to use the ETS SF?
Access to the ETS SF requires that your Competent Authority has approved your
AEM plan. Information provided by the ETS SF is considered confidential. That’s why
EUROCONTROL checks whether the entity or person requesting the ETS SF access
is the same as identified in the approved AEM plan.
The ETS SF generates a draft Annual Emissions report. Aircraft operators may use
the information provided by the ETS to produce their final Annual Emissions report.
Corrections are required in case of an inaccurate ETS SF draft report. The aircraft
operator must explain the reasons behind any changes of the ETS SF draft report to
his EU ETS lead auditor and provide evidence.
In all cases, the aircraft operator remains liable for the completeness and
accuracy of the Annual Emissions report he submits for verification and,
finally, to the relevant Competent Authority. Consequently, aircraft operators
are required to check the accuracy of the ETS SF draft report and to make
corrections if necessary.
Aircraft operators using the ETS SF are required to provide the draft Annual
Emissions report before any modifications are made. In order to allow us to obtain
the (unmodified) draft report from the ETS Support Facility directly, please specify the
email address of Julien Dufour (Julien.dufour@verifavia.com) as one of the three
delivery addresses allowed by EUROCONTROL when requesting ETS SF access.
Please note the ETS SF draft report is based on ATC data collected by
EUROCONTROL.

Figure

2

shows

which

countries

participate

in

the

EUROCONTROL Route Charges system.
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Figure 2: EUROCONTROL Member States

The scope of the EU ETS extends to Iceland, Estonia and the outermost regions of
the EEA Member Countries (for a complete list, see Chapter 1.4). These regions are
not members of EUROCONTROL. Consequently, flights between the regions and
third countries are most likely not included in the ETS SF draft report of 2013.
As mentioned above, it is the responsibility of the operator to make sure that all
Annex 1 flights are included in the Annual Emissions report. Accordingly, aircraft
operators shall add to the ETS SF draft report both emissions from Annex 1 flights
not recorded by EUROCONTROL due to the limited geographical scope, and
emissions from Annex 1 flights omitted by mistake.
When completing the Client Information Form, aircraft operators shall list in the table
of sheet “FLIGHT DATA” all Annex 1 flights which had to be corrected or added to an
incorrect or incomplete ETS SF draft report.
3.2.3 ETS SF – A Draft Annual Emissions Report
The ETS SF is a pre-completed AEM report. It leaves several boxes of the AEM
report template empty. Users shall fill in the blanks where required. Please note that
the AEM report template must be fully completed. Please enter N/A if the question
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does not apply. Table 2 lists all Sections of the AEM report template which shall be
completed by the aircraft operator itself.
Tab

Section

Contents

Information about this file: “Name of
aircraft operator”

Identification and Description

Section 2 “Identification of the Aircraft
Operator”
Section 3 “Identification of the Verifier”
[Verifier information are provided in
Chapter 4.3 of this Guidance Document]

Emissions Overview

Section 4 “Information about the
Monitoring Plan”
Section 6a “Use of Simplified Procedure”
Section 7a “Approach for data gaps”
[Most probably “No”]
Section 8a “Use of biomass”

Annex

Section 12a “Additional Emissions Data”

Table 2: Unfilled Boxes of the ETS SF Draft Report

The fully completed AEM report shall be submitted to your EU ETS lead auditor for
verification. Aircraft operators assigned to Germany, Ireland, Iceland or the UK must
report 2013 emissions on the dedicated emissions trading web portal. They shall use
the ETS SF draft report as basis for the completion of the online form.
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4 AEM report
After estimating the 2013 fuel consumption and emissions, aircraft operators can go
on and complete the AEM report template. This Chapter identifies critical Sections of
the AEM report template which completion caused problems during the first and
second reporting phase. The AEM report template contains instructions and helping
remarks to assist the operator during the completion. It should be noted that the AEM
report template must be fully completed. Please enter N/A if the question does not
apply.
4.1

Form Requirements

The reporting of emissions is subject to form requirements. Aircraft operators
assigned to EU Member States other than Germany, Ireland, Iceland, the Walloon
Region and the UK must report emissions using a generic AEM report template. The
European Commission’s generic AEM report template is available for download
under the name ‘AEM Report EC Template (2013-2020)’ on:
http://www.verifavia.com/en/resources/legislation.php
Several Competent Authorities have published a customized AEM report template. It
is strongly recommended to check the website of your Competent Authority before
you start completing the generic AEM report template.
DOWNLOAD THE MANDATORY NATIONAL REPORT TEMPLATE FOR ANNUAL
EMISSIONS DATA (incomplete Info Box):
Aircraft operators reporting to Sweden
http://www.naturvardsverket.se/en/Emissions-Trading-Scheme-ETS/
Aircraft operators reporting to Denmark
http://www.ens.dk/enUS/ClimateAndCO2/emissiontradingscheme/EUscheme_for_aviation/reporting/Sider/Forside
.aspx
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Aircraft operators which administrating EU Member State is Germany, Ireland,
Iceland, the Walloon Region or the UK must report emissions on the dedicated
emissions trading web portal.
To obtain more detailed information on how Annex 1 flights and associated emissions
have to be reported in Germany, Ireland, Iceland, the Walloon Region and the UK,
click on the corresponding link in Table 3.
Competent Authority, EU
Member State

Link

DEHST, Germany

Homepage:
http://www.dehst.de/EN/Participants/Aviation/aviation_node
.html
Log on & Technical assistance:
https://www.formulare.dehst.de/luftverkehr_en.html

Environment Agency (EA), UK

Homepage:
http://www.environmentagency.gov.uk/business/topics/pollution/132094.aspx
Log on & Technical assistance:
https://euets.environmentagency.gov.uk/Authentication/Logon.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2fD
efault.aspx

Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), Ireland

Homepage:
http://www.epa.ie/whatwedo/climate/emissionstrading/emiss
ionstradingscheme-aviation/
Log on & Technical assistance:
https://ets.epa.ie/Authentication/Logon.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2f
Default.aspx

Environment Agency of
Iceland

Homepage:
http://www.ust.is/the-environment-agency-of-iceland/euets/aviation/
Log on & Technical assistance:
https://ets.ust.is/Authentication/Logon.aspx

Table 3: Access to Emissions Trading Portal

For operators reporting to Ireland, Iceland, the Walloon Region and the UK, first you
complete the online report through the online system, second you select VerifAvia as
your verifier online, third we validate the data and complete the verification sections
online, fourth you submit the verified report online after you have received an
instruction email from the authority.
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For operators reporting to Germany, first you complete the online report using the
FMS, second you transfer the editing rights to us (alias is "Juldu"), third we send the
verified reports to you through the VPS, fourth you send the reports to the DEHSt
through the VPS using a qualified electronic signature.
Please note that other reporting formats (such as EU ETS reports from FOS,
Honeywell, BART, Air Routing, etc.) can only serve as basis for the completion of the
AEM report template, but cannot replace the prescribed reporting format.
4.2

Unique Identifier

The tab “Contents” and “Identification and description” (Section 2b) of the generic
AEM report template ask the aircraft operator to enter the unique identifier as stated
in the Commission’s list of aircraft operators. If the unique identifier is unknown,
please click on the following link to get to the latest list:
http://www.verifavia.com/documents/legislation/prior_compliance_list_en.pdf
By 1 February of each year, the European Commission is expected to update the list
of aircraft operators to include the new entrants that started performing aviation
activities in the previous year.
4.3

Identification of the Verifier

Section 3 of the AEM report template requires information on the selected EU ETS
verifier. Information displayed in the below extract shall be used for the completion of
Section 3.
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Figure 3: Identification of the Verifier

4.4

Information about the Monitoring Plan

Section 4a of the AEM report template requires the reference of the approved phase
III AEM plan. In some cases, your monitoring plan may not have any reference
number. Please do not leave the box unfilled and enter your Unique ID followed by
the data of approval of your AEM plan: “Unique ID-Date of approval of AEM plan”.
Section 4b shall contain the version of the latest phase III AEM plan (e.g. version 1, 2
or 3).
4.5

Common Errors in Section 5, 9 and 12 of the AEM report

Sections 5, 9 and 12 of the AEM report shall be used to report the fuel consumption
and emissions of all Annex 1 flights operated in 2013. As mentioned in Chapter 3.2.3,
aircraft operators shall ensure that fuel burn and emissions estimates are converted
in tonnes before completing the form.
Please make sure that the decimal mark separates between the units and tenth
position to avoid distortions of emissions in the AEM report.
Section 9 and 12 of the AEM report template contain control fields which ensure that
total annual emissions are consistently reported amongst Section 5, 9 and 12.
Aircraft operators shall take corrective actions if the emissions cross check reveals
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inconsistencies. Please make also sure that the formula in the cell properly works
and no invalid cell reference occurs. Please do not delete the formulas of the AEM
report template.
4.6

Section 9 - Sorting Emissions per Country

Section 9 of the AEM report template asks aircraft operators to sort emissions by
country. Section 9b, c and d shall be filled by the aircraft operator. Section 9a is used
for control purposes only. Please do not delete the formulas in the table of section 9a
and make sure that cell F18 (Difference to data given in this sheet) equals zero.
Section 9b: Emissions from domestic flights (Aggregated CO2 emissions from all
flights of which departure Member State is the same as arrival Member State).
Section 9c: Emissions from outbound and intra-EU flights (Aggregated CO2
emissions from all flights departing from each Member State to another Member
State or a third country)
Section 9d: Emissions from inbound flights (Aggregated CO2 emissions from all
flights arriving at each Member State from a third country)
It is recommended to sort Annex 1 flights by country pair before using the Small
Emitters Tool. This allows you to obtain emissions aggregates that can be used for
the completion of Section 9b, c and d.
4.7

Section 12 - Sorting Emissions per Aerodrome Pair

As stated in the Monitoring and Reporting Regulation (MRR) each aircraft operator is
required to report annual emissions and annual numbers of flights per aerodrome
pair. An aerodrome pair consists of the aerodrome of departure and the aerodrome of
arrival. Example: The round trip London – Athens represents the following two
aerodrome pairs: London - Athens (EGSS-LGAV) and Athens-London (LGAVEGSS). Emissions from both flights must be reported separately, this means on
different lines.
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5 Aircraft operators using Aviation Footprinter
Aircraft operators using Aviation Footprinter must provide all (mandatory) documents
listed on the Checklist from page 5 of this guidance document. Those reporting to
Germany, Ireland, Iceland, the Walloon Region or the UK shall not complete the
online AEM report. The ETS Support Service of Aviation Footprinter completes the
online report form on the operator’s behalf. Please notify the ETS Support Service of
Aviation Footprinter as soon as you are all set for the verification.
5.1

Submission of Requested Documents for Verification

The Checklist contains all documents required for the verification of your 2013 AEM
report. Aircraft operators using Aviation Footprinter are advised to provide requested
documents through Aviation Footprinter. Alternatively, requested documents can be
emailed to the EU ETS lead auditor.
Aviation Footprinter allows the upload of all requested documents on your Aviation
Footprinter account under /DOCUMENTS & PROCEDURES. Table 4 shows through
which channels operators can submit requested documents to its EU ETS lead
auditor.

Document

Aviation Footprinter Section

Fully completed Client Information Form
(CIF_Footprinter)

/DOCUMENTS &
PROCEDURES/PROCEDURES

Fully completed Annual Emissions Report
(AEM report)9

/DOCUMENTS &
PROCEDURES/PROCEDURES

Most recently approved phase III Annual
Emissions Monitoring Plan (AEM plan)

/DOCUMENTS &
PROCEDURES/MONITORING PLANS

Evidence of approval of the phase III AEM

/DOCUMENTS &

9

Aircraft operators reporting to Germany, Ireland, Iceland and the UK are covered by the ETS Support
Service of Aviation Footprinter which grants access to your AEM report on the emissions trading web
portal. Please notify Aviation Footprinter as soon as you are ready for the verification.
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plan by the Competent Authority (including
date of approval)

PROCEDURES/PROCEDURES

All EUROCONTROL CRCO Invoices from
2013 (PDF or CEFA login & password)

/DOCUMENTS &
PROCEDURES/EUROCONTROL
INVOICES

Table 4: Submission of Requested Documents through Aviation Footprinter

If you require more information about requested documents, please refer to the
relevant Chapter of this guidance document.
5.2

AEM report

Table 4 states that aircraft operators shall upload a fully completed AEM report under
DOCUMENT & PROCEDURES/PROCEDURES. But before you can do this, you
need to generate and download the AEM report in Aviation Footprinter. This chapter
outlines all steps necessary to get your AEM report ready for verification.
Please note this chapter only addresses aircraft operators reporting to EU Member
States other than Germany, Ireland, Iceland and the UK.
Aviation Footprinter generates the AEM report automatically. It puts the information
from your Aviation Footprinter account in report form. Before generating your AEM
report, please ensure that you have properly filled all relevant sections of your
Aviation Footprinter account. Otherwise, your AEM report might be incomplete or
contain wrong/outdated information. Table 5 lists two critical sections of your Aviation
Footprinter account which require completion.
Critical Sections

Path

Unique Identifier as stated in the
Commission’s list of aircraft operators

OPERATOR INFO / Aircraft Operator Details

Reference of currently approved MRV Plan +
MRV Plan Version Number

DOCUMENTS & PROCEDURES /
MONITORING PLANS
Choose the most recently approved phase III
AEM Plan and click on “Edit”

Table 5: Critical Sections to be completed in Aviation Footprinter

Once you have completed and updated all relevant sections of your Aviation
Footprinter account, you can generate, download and reload your AEM report
following the steps described hereafter:
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1) Add Report: Click “Add Report” in the sheet “REPORTING”, specify the AEM
report details under “Report Details”: Year = 2013; Document Description = “Name of
the aircraft operator_2013 AEM report”; Name of legally responsible person; Verifier
= VerifAvia; double check the correctness of contact details and whether deviations
from your approved AEM plan exist; click “Save” to add the AEM report .
2) Generate Report: You have added the “Name of the aircraft operator_2013 AEM
report” to the list displayed in sheet “REPORTING”, click “Generate Report”; specify
your reporting country (that is “Other”) and report type (Annual Emissions Report,
SIMPLE), click “Generate Report” and save the Excel spreadsheet on your computer.
3) Fill in open fields: Please double check if all fields of the Excel spreadsheet were
accurately completed. Take corrections or manually fill in open fields if necessary.
Please note that the aircraft operator remains liable for the completeness and
accuracy of the AEM report it submits for verification and, finally, to the relevant
Competent Authority.
4) Upload the fully completed AEM report: Please upload the fully completed AEM
report for verification under DOCUMENT & PROCEDURES/PROCEDURES.
5.3

Submission of the verified AEM report to the Competent Authority

Aircraft operators reporting to EU Member States other than Germany, Ireland,
Iceland, the Walloon Region and the UK must submit to their Competent Authority
the verified AEM report and the verification opinion statement issued by the EU ETS
lead auditor.
The address and contact details of your Competent Authority are available on the
following link:
http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/transport/aviation/docs/ca_contacts_en.pdf
Once you have received the verification opinion statement from your EU ETS lead
auditor per email, please submit the verification opinion statement together with your
AEM report uploaded under DOCUMENT & PROCEDURES/PROCEDURES to your
Competent Authority.
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5.4

Data Input into Aviation Footprinter

Aviation Footprinter filters Annex 1 flights automatically. Flights outside the
geographical scope of EU ETS are so excluded from ETS reporting. Aircraft
operators are recommended to enter all their flights in Aviation Footprinter and to use
the system’s filter function. Manual filtering of Annex 1 flights bears the risk of
accidently excluding Annex 1 flights.
Another risk arises from the specification of the flight type when entering flight
information of single legs. Therefore, operators should be aware of the meaning of
the red marked exemption codes (see Figure 5).

Figure 4: Aviation Footprinter Flight Type

Please refer to Chapter 1.5 of this guidance document to obtain a definition for most
common Annex 1 exemptions.
Please note that it is the responsibility of aircraft operators to report all Annex 1
flights. Conversely, they shall also ensure that exempted flights are excluded from
the AEM report.
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6 EUROCONTROL CRCO Invoices
To cross check if the list of Annex 1 flights is complete, we require aircraft operators
to provide all EUROCONTROL Central Route Charges Office (CRCO) invoices from
2013. They are available from EUROCONTROL in paper and electronic form.
It is important to note that the regulation requires all participating aircraft
operators to cross-check reported flights against EUROCONTROL data (CRCO
invoices or ETS Support Facility).
Figure 6 gives an example on how the requested invoices should look like. We only
accept the CRCO pro forma statements having a EUROCONTROL symbol on the
top of the invoice and listing all flights you have been charged for during the indicated
invoice period.

Figure 5: CRCO Invoice Example

An alternative way to provide CRCO invoices is to grant your verifier access to your
CEFA (CRCO Extranet for Airspace users) account. All you have to do is to
communicate your login & password so that your verifier can access your CRCO
invoices directly on your CEFA online portal. If you are not already a subscriber of
CEFA, we suggest you should request access to CEFA as soon as possible by
writing to r3.crco@eurocontrol.int. The online access to your EUROCONTROL
invoices will make the verification process easier next time. There is no additional
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cost from EUROCONTROL to obtain invoices online. More information is available
on:
http://www.eurocontrol.int/services/central-route-charges-office-extranet-airspaceusers-cefa
Please note that if you subscribe today, your new CEFA account will not
contain the CRCO invoices from past months. We therefore ask operators to
send all missing CRCO invoices per email.
Also, if you request the 'Excel macros', you will be able to use Excel to match your
flights listed on the CRCO invoices with flights included in your operations database.
This means you will be able to automate the ‘EUROCONTROL CRCO invoice crosscheck', an important EU ETS control activity. This will be especially helpful for aircraft
operators with many flights that were previously checked manually or not at all.
Please note that you can also set up a separate login and password to allow your
verifier to access the EUROCONTROL CRCO invoices online and select which
documents and functionalities you want to give access.
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7 Client Information Form
The Client Information Form (CIF) provides your EU ETS lead auditor with all the
information needed to start the verification process. The first part of the CIF (sheet
“INFORMATION”)

requires

general

information

on

the

aircraft

operator’s

implemented procedures and control activities. Aircraft operators using the ETS SF
shall only complete fields marked with an asterisk (*). Please ensure that all
questions are answered as precisely as possible.
If you have already been audited by VerifAvia you are kindly asked to respond to all
questions even if they are familiar to you. This allows us to identify changes in your
procedures or other information.
The second part (sheet “AIRCRAFT DATA” and “FLIGHT DATA”) requires aircraft
operators using the Small Emitters Tool to provide detailed aircraft and flight
information. Please list all Annex 1 flights and flights exempt under Annex 1 of
the Directive (see Chapter 1.5). The latter have to be marked as such specifying the
reason of exemption in column ‘NOTE’ of the table.
Aircraft operators using the ETS SF shall list in the “FLIGHT DATA” sheet all Annex 1
flights which were corrected or added to an incorrect or incomplete ETS SF draft
report.
Please enter aircraft and flight data in the designated fields and double check that
provided information are accurate, consistent and complete.
Information provided in the second part of the CIF is necessary to perform several
checks on aircraft and flight data. For instance, we check whether the Small Emitters
Tool was used correctly and reported emissions are free of misstatements.
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8 Resources
Table 6 summarizes the links which were mentioned throughout the verification
guidance:
Topic

Links

COMMISSION REGULATION (EU) No
394/2011 of 03 February 2012
(Assignment of aircraft operators to
Administering Member States)

http://www.verifavia.com/documents/legislation/prio
r_compliance_list_en.pdf

Address and contact details of
Competent Authorities

http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/transport/aviation
/docs/ca_contacts_en.pdf

European Commission Standard
Template (Annual Emissions
Monitoring Plan and Annual Emissions
Report)

http://www.verifavia.com/en/resources/legislation.p
hp

The Monitoring and Reporting
Regulation – General guidance for
Aircraft Operators

http://www.verifavia.com/documents/legislation/gd2
_guidance_aircraft_en.pdf
http://www.verifavia.com/documents/legislation/qg_
verification_of_small_emitters_en.pdf

Small Emitters Tool (5.02 dated
2013.08.01 to be used for flights
operated in 2013, superseding version
5.01_2

http://www.eurocontrol.int/articles/small-emitterstool

ICAO Aircraft Type Designators

http://www.icao.int/publications/DOC8643/Pages/S
earch.aspx

ETS Support Facility

http://www.eurocontrol.int/articles/ets-supportfacility

Distance calculator by Air Routing /
Rockwell Collins

http://www.flightmanager.com/content/TimeDistanc
eForm.aspx

Table 6: Important Links
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The VerifAvia website (www.verifavia.com) provides a lot more information
concerning the inclusion of aviation into the EU ETS and the verification process.
Table 7 offers you a selection of links which might be of interest:
Topic

Link

Integration of aviation into the EU
ETS

http://www.verifavia.com/en/what-is-ets/overview.php

Aviation ETS FAQ

http://www.verifavia.com/en/what-is-ets/faq.php

Verification process

http://www.verifavia.com/en/services/overview.php

Small emitters

http://www.verifavia.com/en/services/smallemitters.php

Verification & Accreditation
European Commission
EUROCONTROL
Competent Authorities

http://www.verifavia.com/en/resources/links.php

Legislation

http://www.verifavia.com/en/resources/legislation.php

News

http://www.verifavia.com/en/news/verifavia.php

Table 7: VerifAvia Links
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